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Abstract: Wildfires are complex natural events that cause significant environmental and property
damage, as well as human losses, every year throughout the world. In order to aid in their man-
agement and mitigate their impact, efforts have been directed towards developing decision support
systems that can predict wildfire propagation. Most of the available tools for wildfire spread pre-
diction are based on the Rothermel model that, apart from being relatively complex and computing
demanding, depends on several input parameters concerning the local fuels, wind or topography,
which are difficult to obtain with a minimum resolution and degree of accuracy. These factors are
leading causes for the deviations between the predicted fire propagation and the real fire propagation.
In this sense, this paper conducts a literature review on optimization methodologies for wildfire
spread prediction based on the use of evolutionary algorithms for input parameter set calibration. In
the present literature review, it was observed that the current literature on wildfire spread prediction
calibration is mostly focused on methodologies based on genetic algorithms (GAs). Inline with this
trend, this paper presents an application of genetic algorithms for the calibration of a set of the
Rothermel model’s input parameters, namely: surface-area-to-volume ratio, fuel bed depth, fuel
moisture, and midflame wind speed. The GA was validated on 37 real datasets obtained through
experimental prescribed fires in controlled conditions.

Keywords: wildfire; wildfire spread prediction; calibration; genetic algorithm; evolutionary algorithms

1. Introduction

Wildfires are one of nature’s most dangerous hazards and, in the last few years,
their impact has been increasing significantly, as reported by the European Commission’s
20th issue of the annual wildfire report [1–3]. This report, from 2019, shows a total burned
area of 789,730 (ha) registered for 40 countries from Europe, the Middle East, and North
Africa. This number is nearly four times larger than the records for the previous year (2018).
Wildfires can impact ecosystems by destroying natural habitats, resources, and wildlife.
Furthermore, they cause significant damage to society, being responsible for numerous
fatalities, accidents, injuries, health problems, and the destruction of human infrastructures.
These damages bear a significant economic impact, not only due to the fire damage but
also the large investments in prevention, preparedness, fire suppression and recovery
efforts [4]. It is essential to direct efforts towards understanding the behavior of wildfires
and improving their management. In this sense, knowledge of how wildfires propagate
is critical, allowing the prediction of where the fire will be and taking the appropriate
measures to mitigate its impact.

Theoretical, empirical and semiempirical models have been developed to predict
the wildfire behavior [5]. The semiempirical Rothermel model [6] is the most widely
used model for wildfire spread prediction [5], particularly in Mediterranean European
countries [7], being the core of some of the most cited fire simulators such as FARSITE [8]
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and FIRESTATION [9]. The Rothermel model uses several input parameters related to the
available forest fuels, such as trees, grass or bushes (surface-area-to-volume ratio, height
and moisture content), the terrain configuration (slope), and atmospheric conditions (wind
speed and direction).

The quality of the fire spread prediction depends on the quality of the propagation
model, and on the accuracy of the input parameters [10]. The present work focuses on
the latter cause of uncertainty in wildfire spread predictions. As a matter of fact, while
some variables remain constant throughout the whole fire event or can be obtained with a
high degree of accuracy (e.g., terrain slope), other variables may change due to fire and
cannot be obtained with enough temporal or spatial resolution (e.g., fuel characteristics and
wind speed/direction). This uncertainty in the input parameters results in considerable
deviations between the predicted and the real fire spread. In order to improve the fire
spread simulations/predictions, it is essential to deal with this uncertainty in the Rothermel
model input parameters. In an effort to find the accurate input parameters values for the
wildfire prediction, some methodologies based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have
been proposed to calibrate the Rothermel model [11]. EAs, such as genetic algorithms (GA),
ant colony optimization (ACO), and particle swarm optimization (PSO), have proven their
effectiveness for optimization/calibration problems [12–14].

In this paper, we present a review of genetic algorithm approaches for wildfire spread
prediction calibration. The main contributions of the paper are:

• A literature review focused on wildfire spread prediction calibration using GAs is per-
formed. The GA was chosen as a technique for the calibration due to its predominance
in research works that used EAs to calibrate the wildfire spread prediction model;

• Based on the presented literature review, in a didactic way, wildfire spread calibration
using genetic algorithm is described, in which a specific GA framework for Rothermel
model calibration is presented. Moreover, the parameters to be calibrated are dis-
cussed, namely the surface-area-to-volume ratio (σ), fuel bed depth (δ), fuel moisture
(M f ), and midflame wind speed (U);

• The actual feasibility of using GAs for the calibration of the Rothermel model for
wildfire spread prediction is explored/studied on 37 real datasets.

The results show a significant error reduction in the wildfire spread prediction,
i.e., from 95% to 10%.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the Rothermel
model, as well as an insight into the current state of the art regarding methods of wildfire
spread prediction using genetic algorithms. In Section 3, GAs are revised, and the method
used in this paper to calibrate the Rothermel model is presented. In Section 4, the results
of the proposed calibration are presented and analyzed. Finally, Section 5 presents the
final conclusions.

2. Literature Review of Wildfire Spread Prediction Calibration

Genetic algorithms are the most adopted technique for calibration of the Rothermel
model’s input parameters. Due to the importance of this subject for wildfire spread
prediction, and due to the number of latest developments in this particular field, a literature
review of the most relevant work in this area is fundamental.

The search process for the presented literature review was performed by using the Sci-
ence Direct and IEEE Xplore databases and defining the following search keywords: (“fire
spread” OR “fire prediction” OR “fire rate of spread” OR “Rothermel model”) AND (“ge-
netic algorithm” OR “evolutionary algorithm” OR “calibration” OR “tuning”). The years
considered for the search were from 2000 until 2021. Additionally, the references of the
selected papers were also analyzed and served as a source for finding new papers. The
literature review rationale for article selection was based on the following criteria:

• Acceptance

1. The article uses the Rothermel model or a Rothermel model-based simulator for
fire propagation prediction/simulation;
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2. The article uses evolutionary algorithms for Rothermel model calibration;
3. The article focuses on improving the prediction results or its execution time.

• Rejection

1. The article’s method for fire propagation prediction is not based on the
Rothermel model;

2. The article implements calibration techniques other than evolutionary algorithms.

Based on this process, 15 papers were obtained.

2.1. Rothermel Model

The Rothermel model, proposed in [6], estimates a Rate Of Spread R of a fire front,
given by

R =
IRξ(1 + φw + φs)

ρbεQig
, (1)

which is measured in units of distance per unit of time ([m/s] or [ft/min]), and it represents
the linear velocity of a fire, in a given direction and set of conditions. The equations of the
associated factors in (1) IR(ρp, σ, δ, w0, ST , h, Mx, M f , Se), ξ(σ, ρp, w0, δ), φw(ρp, w0, δ, σ, U),
φs(ρp, w0, δ, tanφ), ρb(w0, δ), ε(σ), and Qig(M f ) depend on several input parameters and
are given by:

IR = Γ′wnhηMηS (2)

Γ′ = Γ′max

(
β

βop

)A
exp

[
A
(

1−− β

βop

)]
(3)

A = 133σ−0.7913 (4)

β =
ρb
ρp

(5)

ρb =
w0

δ
(6)

Γ′max =
σ1.5

(495 + 0.0594σ1.5)
(7)

βop = 3.348σ−0.8189 (8)

wn = w0(1− ST) (9)

ηM = 1−−2.59rM + 5.11(rM)2 −−3.52(rM)3 (10)

rM =
M f

Mx
(max = 1.0) (11)

ηS = 0.174S−0.19
e (max = 1.0) (12)

ξ =
exp[(0.792 + 0.681σ0.5)(β + 0.1)]

(192 + 0.2595σ)
(13)

φw = CUB
(

β

βop

)−E
(14)

C = 7.47exp(−0.133σ0.55) (15)

B = 0.02526σ0.54 (16)

E = 0.715exp(−3.59× 10−4σ) (17)

φS = 5.275β−0.3(tanφ)2 (18)

ε = exp
(
−138

σ

)
(19)

Qig = 250 + 1116M f (20)

where the description of the respective parameters is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Identification of the parameters in Equations (2)–(20) [6,15].

Parameter Description

IR Reaction intensity (Btu/ft2min)
Γ′ Optimum reaction velocity (min−1)
β Packing ratio
ρb Oven-dry bulk density (lb/ft3)

Γ′max Maximum reaction velocity (min−1)
βop Optimum packing ratio
wn Net fuel load (lb/ft2)
ηM Moisture damping coefficient
ηS Mineral damping coefficient
ξ Propagating flux ratio

φw Wind factor
φS Slope factor
ε Effective heating number

Qig Heat of preignition (Btu/lb)

The input parameters of the Rothermel model (1) can be separated into three categories:
fuel properties, topography and wind properties. The fuel properties are heat content (h),
mineral content (ST (total) and Se (effective)), oven-dry particle density (ρp), oven-dry
fuel load (w0), surface-area-to-volume ratio (σ), fuel bed depth (δ), dead fuel moisture of
extinction (Mx) and fuel moisture (M f ). Topography is represented by slope steepness
(tanφ), and wind properties correspond to the midflame wind speed (U). A deeper insight
into the Rothermel model can be seen in [6,15].

2.2. The Need for a Fire Spread Model Calibration

Figure 1 presents a general illustration for wildfire spread prediction, which consists in
feeding a fire simulator with a set of input parameters that aim to represent the initial real
fire conditions, at t0. The result of the fire simulator, i.e., the simulated wildfire perimeter,
at t1, should match the propagation of the real wildfire, i.e., the real wildfire perimeter [16].
However, the input parameters are related to the environmental conditions, e.g., fuel,
weather, and terrain characteristics as described in Section 2.1, and obtaining them becomes
a difficult task in order to provide an accurate prediction.

Time

Real fire 

ignition
Real wildfire 

perimeter

Real fire

data

Simulated wildfire 

perimeter

Fire 

simulator

Input parameters

Figure 1. Illustration of fire spread prediction using only one set of non-calibrated input parameters.
Adapted from [17].

In more detail, some input parameters can be directly measured, such as terrain slope,
which can also be obtained based on previous topographical information. However, other
parameters, such as fuel-specific parameters, require detailed knowledge about the local
vegetation, which might not be available. Some input parameters, such as fuel moisture,
are calculated using models based on meteorological data [18], while wind field maps are
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estimated based on point observations from the available meteorological stations closer
to the fire location. These estimations introduce a great amount of error in the prediction.
In terms of behavior change, characteristics such as the terrain slope and the type of
vegetation in a certain region are constant in time and space, while others, such as wind
speed and direction, have very sudden variations during the wildfire [10]. Therefore,
finding a set of input parameters that produces accurate results solely based on previous
knowledge about the wildfire location and weather conditions is a challenging task. Due
to the uncertainty and the consequent inaccuracy in wildfire spread simulation, there is a
need to calibrate the input parameters.

2.3. Wildfire Spread Calibration Literature Overview

The Rothermel model is the most used and recognized fire spread prediction model,
serving as the base for several fire simulators (FARSITE [8] and FIRESTATION [9]). Research
works that deal with Rothermel model calibration and wildfire spread prediction mostly
use genetic algorithms. Initially, works such as [19,20] have proved the performance of
genetic algorithms by comparing them against other optimization techniques and with
implementation in a parallel two-stage prediction framework. More recently, other works
such as [17,21] aim to improve the calibration by merging the algorithms with other tools
that complement their performance, such as the Statistical System for Forest Fire Man-
agement (S2F2M) and WildFire Analyst (WFA) (a component of the Tecnosylva Incident
Management software suite designed to directly support multi-agency wild-fire incident
management). Given that the quality of genetic algorithms was proven early, works evolved
into directing efforts to improve their performance.

One of the areas explored to improve the performance of genetic algorithms is parallel
computing. Several works used parallel implementations of genetic algorithms to reduce
calibration time. In general, these strategies consisted of implementing a simulator’s
intrinsic functions in parallel and allocating more processing cores to individuals (elements
of a population that represent one possible solution for the problem) with longer predicted
execution times.

In the following sections, the main works dealing with this topic are provided, provid-
ing a perspective of the philosophy currently being pursued in this research field.

2.4. Wildfire Spread Calibration Literature Using Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms have been used to find the set of input parameters that better
adjusts the wildfire spread model predictions to the real observations. In other words,
optimizing the model using a framework for wildfire spread prediction tuning.

The authors in [20] introduced a framework, illustrated in Figure 2, that consists of
two stages: a calibration stage and a prediction stage. After the ignition, the calibration
stage starts, at t0. Sets of Rothermel’s input parameters are generated (using an optimization
approach). Each set of input parameters is evaluated, at instant of time t1, by comparing
the simulator prediction with the real observed fire data for that time instance. The optimal
set of input parameters is the one that minimizes the deviation between the predicted and
the real fire perimeter. This process is repeated several times or until a certain solution
criterion is reached. In the prediction stage, assuming that environmental conditions remain
constant, the resulting optimal set of parameters from the calibration stage is used as input
for the fire simulator to predict the fire spread at every instant of time ti (i ∈ N). Here,
the prediction stage is similar to the classical method/framework (Figure 1), except that
now a tuned set of input parameters is used.
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Time
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Fire 
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Figure 2. Two-stage method for fire spread prediction, adapted from [17].

During the calibration stage, the goal is to find an optimal solution for the input
parameters. In a generic way, the optimization problem can be defined as:

x∗ = arg min
x∈S

F(x), (21)

where F(x) represents the function to be minimized (by an optimization algorithm, such
as GA), x represents the input parameters vector, S is the respective search space, and x∗

represents the input parameters that minimize F(x). A usual function to be optimized
in wildfire spread calibration is the difference between the real wildfire rate of spread
(measured from the real-time wildfire data) and the predicted rate of spread (obtained by
the Rothermel model), or the difference between the real and the predicted burned area.
The goal is to find the set of input parameters x of (21) that most accurately predicts the
real fire propagation.

The majority of the works from the current state of the art on wildfire spread prediction
are based on the previously presented Two-Stage framework (Figure 2). Early works, such
as [19,20], have proposed evolutionary algorithms as techniques that could be used to find
an optimal set of input parameters for a fire simulator. Genetic algorithms are included in
the group of evolutionary algorithms and they are the dominant optimization technique
for input parameter calibration.

In [20], following the presentation of the two-stage framework, a sensitivity analysis
was carried out in order to evaluate how the individual variation of each Rothermel input
parameter across its range of possible values affects the model output: the bigger the
sensitivity of one parameter, the more it affects the model’s output. Based on the sensitivity
results, an experimental study was conducted to confirm that calibrating parameters with
larger sensitivities and fixing the others reduces the GA’s search space and accelerates the
optimization time. The results showed that, after 1000 generations, the scenarios in which
only 6 input parameters were calibrated achieved an improvement in the objective function
(XOR area between the real and simulated burned areas) of approximately 33.3% (one third)
in relation to the scenario in which 10 input parameters were calibrated. This reduction
also matches the reduction in GA’s search space from one scenario to the other.

In [19], the genetic algorithm’s performance is tested against three other algorithms:
Random Search, Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing. The tests were carried out by com-
paring the simulated fire line based on the sets of parameters generated by the algorithms
against a fire line obtained by setting known values for all the inputs and running the ISStest
simulator for 45 min. Each algorithm was executed 10 times up to 1000 iterations. The fire
lines were compared using the Hausdorff distance H (22), which measures the degree of
mismatch between two sets of points F1 and F2, representing the fire line simulated based
on the optimized parameters and the fire line generated with known input parameters for
comparison. H (22) is given by

H(F1, F2) = max(h(F1, F2), h(F2, F1)), (22)
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where h(F1, F2) and h(F2, F1) represents the Hausdorff distance between two sets of points
F1 and F2 at a specific point in F2 and F1, respectively (see [19] for more details). The results
show that simulated annealing, tabu search and genetic algorithms presented similar results
after the 500th generation.

In [16], a dynamic data-driven genetic algorithm was proposed to tune the fire sim-
ulator’s input parameters based on the real fire behavior. The simulator used was fireLib
and, through reverse engineering, it was possible to obtain equations for wind values
(wind speed and direction). These equations are fed with terrain slope with the position
(x, y) of the fire front with the maximum rate of spread. The obtained wind speed and
direction values were used to steer the search for an optimal input parameter set carried
out by the genetic algorithm. Afterwards, in [22], the same research group proposed a new
calibration steering method as an improvement to the previous strategy. Since this was
highly dependent on the underlying simulator, the new approach consisted of generating
a database with fire evolution information from both real and simulated (synthetic) fires.
For the calibration stage, a dynamic data-driven genetic algorithm (DDDGA) was proposed
to define the best wind direction and wind speed values, by searching the database of
previous fires that were similar in terms of rate of spread, slope and fuel model to the
real observed fire spread, and using wind values from those fires to steer the genetic
algorithm’s search.

The authors in [17] introduced a system called SAPIFE (Spanish acronym for Adap-
tive System for Fire Prediction Based in Statistical-Evolutive Strategies) which is based on the
two-stage fire spread prediction framework with a genetic algorithm implemented during
the calibration stage. However, in SAPIFE, the genetic algorithm is coupled with another
method called the Statistical System for Forest Fire Management (S2F2M) [23]. This new
method receives a certain population from the GA and analyzes almost all possible in-
put parameter combinations from all individuals in the population. From this analysis,
S2F2M evaluates the probability of each map cell to be burned or not and generates a
probabilistic map. Then, based on these probabilities, the number of possible scenarios (pa-
rameter combinations between different individuals) is reduced, decreasing the calibration
time required.

In [24], the two methods introduced in [16,22] were compared. The method introduced
in [16] is named as the “analytical method” and, as was described above, is based on the
inversion of a fire simulator. The method introduced in [22] is named as the “computational
method” and relies on a database with information from past fires. Both of these methods
use ongoing fire propagation data to obtain wind speed and direction values and use them
to steer the genetic algorithm’s search. Two sets of tests were carried out: first, the two-stage
framework was tested against the classical wildfire spread prediction method, which uses a
single set of input parameters introduced in the fire simulator. This test used data from past
fires and confirmed that the two-stage framework with a genetic algorithm provides better
results than the classical prediction without input parameter calibration. Then, the second
set of tests compared the use of a simple non-guided genetic algorithm against genetic
algorithms with different configurations of the proposed steering strategies. The guided
genetic algorithm with the computational and analytical methods obtained similar results
and improved prediction quality over the non-guided genetic algorithm.

The work developed by [10] is also based on the two-stage prediction framework with
a genetic algorithm and introduces an approach for reducing the prediction errors caused
by the variability of wind parameters (wind speed and direction). During the calibration
stage, wind parameters are not calibrated; instead, real wind measurements from the fire
location are taken in periodic sub-intervals. These measurements are used as inputs for
the fire simulator in the recurring simulations. Afterwards, during the prediction stage,
a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model [25] is used to periodically estimate the wind
parameters between sub-intervals of the prediction stage. The estimated wind parameters
are introduced in the simulator and are updated at each sub-interval. The prediction result
is obtained using the real wind measurements and the calibrated parameters, which are
moisture contents and vegetation features. The test results showed that, when the wind
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conditions are stable, the basic two-stage framework with a genetic algorithm provides
satisfactory results, in comparison with the new method of using measured and estimated
wind values (prediction error of 0.4 vs. 0.29, respectively). However, when the wind condi-
tions are more dynamic, the results obtained by the introduced method are significantly
better compared to the basic two-stage framework with a genetic algorithm (prediction
error of 0.19 vs. 0.58 m, respectively).

In [26], a calibration of the fuel models within the Rothermel’s fire spread prediction
model was carried out through the use of genetic algorithms. The GA’s individuals
consisted of the following Rothermel fuel parameters: oven-dry fuel load (w0), surface-area-
to-volume ratio (σ), fuel bed depth (δ), fuel moisture of extinction (Mx), and heat content
(h). Two tests were performed to evaluate the proposed GA method. The first test consisted
of using GAs for the fuel model calibration method, with the support of two works [27,28]
(grass and shrub fuels, respectively) that provided datasets of observed rate of spread R
and other input parameters’ data (fuel moisture, wind speed and slope steepness). The GA
was performed with 9999 maximum iterations, 100 individuals, mutation probability and
elitism factor equal to 0.1 and 0.05, respectively, and the fuel input parameters calibrated
based on the parameter ranges given by the papers. Each individual was evaluated using
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the observed and predicted rate of spread
R. The second test consisted of implementing the GA for calibrating a fuel model for
a type of vegetation (Calluna heath). Nine prescribed fire experiments were carried out
in dry Calluna heathland vegetation and R, fire weather (1 h fuels moisture, live woody
fuel moisture and wind speed) and terrain data (ignition line length, fire plot size and
slope) were recorded from each experiment. From the nine fire experiments, four were
considered for GA calibration and five were considered for validation. The calibration
experiments data were used to run the GA and calibrate the fuel parameters, similarly
to the first test. Then, predicted rate of spread R values were calculated using different
fuel models: GA calibrated fuel parameters, the Standard Fuel Model which provided
the smaller RMSE when comparing predicted vs. observed R, a custom fuel model for
Calluna vegetation and a “custom fuel model parameterized with modal values from fuels
inventoried in each fire experiment”. An additional prediction of the rate of spread R was
obtained by a Rothermel model reformulation implemented in the Fuel Characteristics
Classification System (FCCS) [29]. For the validation experiments data, the calibrated
GA fuel parameters resulted in the lowest RMSE between predicted and observed rate of
spread R, in comparison to the alternative models.

The study in [21] presents a dynamic data-driven genetic algorithm and introduces a
new approach for predicting fire propagation based on Wildfire Analyst (WFA) [30]. The
paper describes the two-stage prediction framework with a genetic algorithm, where the
fire propagation is simulated using the FARSITE fire simulator [8], and the fitness function
corresponds to the symmetric difference between predicted and burned areas obtained by:

Difference =
UnionCells−−IntersectionCells

RealCells−−Init Cells
, (23)

where UnionCells represents the sum of the number of cells that were burned in the pre-
dicted area and the real area, IntersectionCells is the number of cells burned simultaneously
in the predicted area and the real area, RealCells is the final number of cells burned in the
real area, and InitCells is the starting number of cells burned in the real fire area. The newly
introduced approach uses WildFire Analyst (WFA) and seeks the best R (Rate of Spread)
adjustment factors, minimizing the error between simulated fire and the real fire data. Both
the FARSITE fire simulator and Wildfire Analyst use the Rothermel model. Afterwards,
the two-stage framework with the genetic algorithm and Wildfire Analyst are coupled
together by overlapping their predicted fire spread maps. In order to test the two-stage
framework and Wildfire Analyst, experiments were carried out with data from a real fire
that occurred in Cardona, Catalonia, Spain in 2005. The results show that both methods
adapt to drastic changes in the fire characteristics.
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In [31], the two-stage framework was considered to reduce input parameter uncer-
tainty and predict fire spread. However, when the wildfire is large, wind cannot be
considered uniform throughout the whole wildfire area. So, this work introduced a wind
field model (WindNinja), being represented by a cell map, to account for this variation.
In essence, during the calibration phase, the obtained meteorological wind parameters are
used to calculate the wind field for each scenario generated by the genetic algorithm. Then,
having each individual’s wind field, the corresponding fire propagation map is calculated
and the error function is evaluated.

Finally, in [32], a statistical study was carried out to characterize the genetic algorithm
in the calibration phase of the two-stage prediction method. The characterization refers
to estimating which GA parameter configuration results in a better calibration within the
imposed time restrictions. A statistical study was conducted based on the results of a
genetic algorithm calibration on a simulated five-hour fire obtained using FARSITE as
the fire spread simulator. The results from this study were maximum adjustment errors
which have different degrees of guarantee depending on the number of generations that
the GA iterates. These results are important in understanding the compromise between
the algorithm’s execution time (number of generations) and the adjustment error, which is
larger when the algorithm iterates fewer generations.

2.5. Calibration through Parallel Computing

Throughout Section 2.4, several works regarding fire spread prediction using genetic
algorithms were described. Despite their focus being on improving prediction accuracy,
some works have proposed/adapted a Master/Worker paradigm (Figure 3) in order to
reduce the calibration and prediction times.

Master

Generated

population

Genetic

algorithm

...

Fire

Simulator

Worker 1

Error

calculation

Fire

Simulator

Worker 2

Error

calculation

Fire

Simulator

Worker N

Error

calculation

Figure 3. Genetic algorithm using the Master/Worker paradigm, adapted from [33].

GAs, as with any evolutionary algorithm, require the execution of a set of individual
simulations through several iterations, which can be very time-consuming, and given the
urgency and need for accuracy associated with wildfire spread prediction in real-time,
it is important to reduce the execution time of the calibration phase while maintaining
appropriate accuracy. One way to achieve this is through the parallel implementation of
the fire spread simulator used for the GA individuals’ simulation.

The authors in [34] presented a technique based on the parallelization of both the GA
(used in the two-stage fire prediction framework) and the FARSITE fire simulator. For the
first experiments, with fire simulations of 20 s, the results showed an improvement in GA
execution time for reaching the same error (15%) when using more cores per individual.
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When replicating the experiments with longer fire simulations (120), the results showed that
using more cores per individual still improved execution times for achieving the same error
(approximately 14%). However, for the longer fire simulations, using more individuals
(100) with one core per individual achieved the lowest error (approximately 8%).

Despite the strategy introduced in [34] improving the calibration time, there is still
a drawback related to GA implementation. During the calibration phase, all of the GA
individuals have to be simulated. The execution time of a fire simulation depends on
the input parameters and, given the random nature of the generation of the population,
some individuals will result in much longer simulation times than others. It would be
possible to reduce the overall calibration time by dedicating more computing resources
to the individuals with larger execution times and fewer resources to individuals that
are executed faster. In order to achieve the said time reduction, it is necessary to predict
each individual’s simulation time to provide more computing resources to those whose
predicted execution time is larger. The prediction must be based only on the individuals’
genes—a set of input parameters. The study in [34] refers to [35], which introduces a
method based on Decision Trees to characterize a fire simulator, allowing estimation of the
execution time of one simulation, given a set of input parameters.

In [36], the method referenced in [34] is implemented and tested: Decision Trees are
employed to classify each fire simulation according to its execution time so that the Decision
Trees can label a new simulation. The core-allocation policy ensures that the individuals
labeled with a longer execution time classification are simulated using more computing
cores. The results showed that using the core-allocation policy reduced the execution time
by 41%, in relation to not using any policy. In [37], similarly to what was done in [36],
GA individuals are labeled according to their estimated simulation time through the use
of Decision Trees—A, B, C, D and E. Additionally, in this work, an additional restraint is
imposed: each GA generation has a limited amount of time to be executed.

More recently, the study in [33] introduced a new strategy to deal with individuals with
long execution times. An alternative approach is introduced, based on the monitoring of
the fire spread prediction error that, in this particular work, corresponds to the symmetric
difference between the real fire and the simulated fire areas, shown in Equation (23).
During the execution of one individual, if the monitoring agent detects that the difference
between the predicted and the simulated fires is larger than a predefined error threshold,
the individual is interrupted. The fitness function is a weighted version of the symmetric
difference, shown in Equation (24),

Fitness =
PredictionTime
SimulationTime

× SymDifference, (24)

where PredictionTime represents the predicted time for the completion of the individual’s
simulation, SimulationTime is the the time of simulation until the individual is terminated
normally or early, and SymDifference represents the symmetric difference from (23). This
fitness function penalizes individuals that have been terminated early due to a large
prediction error: they are not removed from the population, which ensures diversification,
but are ranked worst due to lower fitness. This method was tested using fire data from a
real fire in La Jonquera, Spain and it reduced the overall execution time in relation to the
Time Aware Core allocation technique from [34] by 60%.

2.6. Literature Review Summary

The review presented above showed that the majority of the works are based on the
two-stage framework formally introduced in [20] in conjunction with the use of genetic
algorithms. Genetic algorithms show very good suitability for use as the optimization
method in the referenced framework, not only based on their performance when compared
to other optimization methods [19], but also because they have characteristics suited for
being implemented in parallel. Implementing the two-stage framework with genetic
algorithms and fire simulators in parallel is of great importance allowing the reduction of
both calibration and prediction execution times [34].
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Table 2 contains the above-cited works related to the literature review, organized by
characteristics such as the focus of the paper, the source of the data used in experiments and
tests and GA’s parameters (number of individuals per generation, number of generations,
operators probabilities and fitness functions).

Table 2. Review of the literature on wildfire spread prediction calibration using genetic algorithms.
The Gens. column contains the number of GA’s generations. The Others column contains relevant
information such as the GA’s operators probabilities and fitness functions. — represents no relevant
or existing data. elitism represents the percentage of the population’s individuals selected for
the GA’s elitism operation. #elitism represents the number of individuals selected for the GA’s
elitism operation. crossprob is the GA’s crossover operation probability. mutprob is the GA’s mutation
operation probability. RMSE represents the Root Mean Square Error.

Ref. Focus Source of Datasets Individuals Gens. Others

[20]

Input parameter calibration.
Introduction of two-stage
framework + input parame-
ter sensitivity analysis

Simulation (ISStest) 1000 20

Fitness function is the
XOR area (from ISStest)
between real and simulated
burned areas

[19]

Input parameter calibration
using GAs, simulated an-
nealing, random search and
tabu search

Simulation (ISStest) 1000 - Fitness function is the
Hausdorff distance

[16] Input parameter calibration Simulation and 1 pre-
scribed fire (Portugal) 50 5 —

[22]

Input parameter calibration.
Two-stage framework with
GA and guided search by
past fires database

Real map 110 × 110 m2.
fireLib simulation and 1
prescribed fire (Portugal)

Parallel:
512
Dynamic:
50

-
5 —

[17]
Input parameter calibration.
Statistical integration to re-
duce search space

Real fire (California) 500 5

elitism = 0.04, crossprob = 0.2,
mutprob = 0.01, Fitness
function is symmetric
difference (23)

[24]

Input parameter calibration.
Two-stage framework with
GA and comparison of the
methods from [16,22]

1 simulated fire map using
fireLib and 1 prescribed
fire (Portugal)

Simulated:
50
Real: 500

5
5

Real fire case:
0.2 ≤ mutprob ≤ 0.4, Fit-
ness function is cell-by-cell
comparison of real and
simulated fire maps

[10]

Input parameter calibra-
tion considering the rapid
variation of wind speed
and direction

Simulation (FARSITE) 50 10 Tests were performed
15 times

[26] Rothermel fuel
models calibration

1st test (GA-opt.): [27,28];
2nd test (Custom fuel
model calibration): [38,39]

100 for both Max.
9999

mutprob = 0.1, elitism =
0.05. Fitness function is
RMSE of observed vs. ex-
perimental rate of spread R

[21]
Input parameter calibration.
Two-stage framework with
GA and WildFire Analyst

Real fire (Spain) - - Fitness function is the sym-
metric difference (23)

[31]
Input parameter calibration,
considering the spatial varia-
tion of wind in large fires

Real fire (Spain) 6 10 Tests were performed
15 times
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Focus Source of Datasets Individuals Gens. Others

[32]

Statistical study of genetic al-
gorithms as the optimization
algorithm in the two-stage
framework

Simulation (FARSITE) 100 5 Tests were performed 50 times.
mutprob = 0.1, elitism = 0.1

[34] Reduction of calibration time
by parallel implementation

Simulation (FARSITE)
based on a real terrain
map (Spain)

25; 25; 100 10 Fitness function is the sym-
metric difference (23)

[36] Reduction of calibration time
by parallel implementation

Simulation (FARSITE)
based on a real terrain
map (Spain)

25 10
Tests were performed 50 times.
Fitness function is the sym-
metric difference (23)

[37] Reduction of calibration time
by parallel implementation Real fire (Spain) – 10

#elitism = 10, crossprob = 0.7,
mutprob = 0.3. Tests were
performed 10 times. Fitness
function is the symmetric
difference (23)

[33]

Reduction of calibration time
by early terminating individ-
uals based on prediction error
in parallel implementation

Real fire (Spain) 100 10

crossprob = 0.7, mutprob = 0.3,
Fitness function is a weighted
version of the symmetric dif-
ference (24)

3. Wildfire Spread Calibration Using Genetic Algorithm

From the literature review we verified that, in some articles, there is a lack of details
on how the genetic algorithm is implemented for the particular case of wildfire spread
prediction calibration, which affects potential attempts for replicability. In this way, based
on the presented literature review (Section 2), this section, in a didactic way, presents the
use of a genetic algorithm for wildfire spread prediction calibration, where Section 3.1
summarily describes the genetic algorithm, and Section 3.2 presents the application of a
genetic algorithm for wildfire spread prediction calibration.

3.1. Genetic Algorithms Overview

Genetic algorithms have proved to be useful in solving a variety of search and opti-
mization problems [40]. In a general way, GAs are stochastic search methods introduced
by [41] in 1975 inspired by natural selection and genetics. GAs work by processing a set
of elements of a given search space, i.e., a large domain with several possible problem
solutions. This set is named the population, and its elements are called individuals. Individ-
uals, which represent the candidate solutions for the optimization problem, are also named
chromosomes and are composed of genes. Genes are the primary parts of each solution.
Individuals can have several representations depending on the problem: they can be binary
sequences of zeros and ones, complex numbers, vectors, among others. The population is
evolved/transformed during several generations in order to obtain a final population that
contains individuals with the best possible quality for the problem at hand.

A GA generic structure is shown in Algorithm 1. After the encoding of the chromo-
somes (individuals), usually, a random initialization of the population is performed. Then,
all of the individuals are evaluated according to a defined fitness function which measures
the ability of a solution (individual) to optimize the fitness function that is specific to the
problem being solved. Based on the fitness values of each individual, the selection process
occurs where new individuals are chosen to be parents. The Crossover and Mutation
reproduction operators and the Replacement operator are applied to the parents in order to
breed the offspring and build the next generation. The above GA’s operators are repeated
until a certain criterion is achieved.
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Algorithm 1 General genetic algorithm steps.

1: g← 1.
2: Generate initial population P(g).
3: repeat
4: Evaluate the population P(g) using the defined Fitness Function.
5: Select pair of parents for P(g + 1) from P(g) by the defined Selection operator.
6: Generate new population P(g + 1) by applying the genetic operators (Crossover,

Mutation, and Replacement) to P(g).
7: g← g + 1.
8: until Stopping criteria is reached.
9: Output: Final Population.

3.2. Calibration Methodology Using Genetic Algorithms

In order to calibrate the Rothermel model (1), the genetic algorithm starts by randomly
generating an initial population of N individuals. Each individual is composed of genes,
which in this paper consist of Rothermel input parameters to be calibrated. In this paper,
four input parameters were selected to be calibrated: σ (surface-area-to-volume ratio),
δ (fuel bed depth), M f (fuel moisture) and U (midflame wind speed). Three main reasons
motivated this parameter choice:

(1) the fact that the first three parameters are related to fuel characteristics, which in
simulations are approximated using fuel models. Fuel models assume constant and
uniform fuel characteristics inside a cell, which is a fair approximation for small cell
sizes, a large variety of fuel models and accurate fitting of the model to the existing
fuels. However, available fuel maps can suffer from low resolution (large cell sizes),
low variety of models (the most commonly used standard NFFL fuel models [42]
includes only 13 different fuel models) and low accuracy, therefore increasing the
probability of fuel models failing to accurately depict the average characteristics of
existing fuels.

(2) Furthermore, the fire dynamics are known to induce local changes in the fuel character-
istics, as well as wind speed and direction, in the close vicinity of the fire front [43–45]
(fuel moisture drastically decreases while wind speed increases). To some extent,
such changes are intrinsic to the semi-empirical Rothermel model. However, local
variations in such parameters should be expected.

(3) These four input parameters are the ones that have the most influence on the final
result (fire spread rate), so their small variations are highly significant [15,46].

For the parameters concerning the fuels, a specific search space was defined as the
boundaries of the fuel class, assuming that fuel classes are well identified. For instance,
grass-dominated fuels can be short grass (NFFL model 1), grass understory (NFFL model 2)
or tall grass (NFFL model 3), each with their own parameters. The boundaries of the
parameters for the grass-dominated fuel class were defined as the search space, in case
the cell fuel is any of these three models. Concerning the midflame wind speed, we
considered the search space to be within the interval ±25% of the dataset value, which
is an average of the wind speed recordings during the fire drill, obtained with a weather
station installed on-site.

In this way, an individual n (n = 1, . . . , N) is represented by the chromosome presented
in Figure 4, where σn, δn, Mn

f , Un are the input parameters σ, δ, M f , U present on individual
n, respectively.

Figure 4. Illustration of a chromosome.
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To evaluate each n individual, the fitness function

Rn
Error =

|R(σn, δn, Mn
f , Un)− Robs|

Robs
(25)

was defined. The fitness function (25) consists on the relative error between Rn(σn, δn, Mn
f , Un),

the rate of spread given by the Rothermel model (1) using the input parameters given
by the individual n, and a real observed rate of spread value Robs. The goal of GA is to
minimize the fitness function.

The GA operators were chosen as follows.

• The selection operator is the tournament selection [47], which consists of randomly
selecting a certain number of individuals of the current population, creating a tourna-
ment. The winner of the tournament is the individual with the best fitness and it is
selected to be a parent for the next generation. This process is repeated a second time,
and a pair of parent individuals is obtained.

• The crossover operator is the single point crossover technique [47]. It is executed
on the parent pair by cutting the two chromosomes at corresponding points and
exchanging the sections after the cuts. This generates a new offspring pair.

• The mutation operator is the uniform operator [48]. This operator consists of altering
the value of a random gene in the offspring by a uniform random value which fits the
gene’s respective search space, at a given probability of mutation mutprob, a parameter
defined at the beginning of the GA implementation.

• The elitism is applied to the whole new population, i.e., a small percentage of the best
individuals (elitism) of the previous generation replaces random individuals in the
new population [48].

The new population is evaluated at each generation g (g = 1, . . . , gmax) and the whole
cycle is repeated until the maximum number of generations gmax is reached. After the
algorithm finishes, the final solution is the individual with the best fitness from the final
population. This individual is the one that, when used as input for the Rothermel model (1),
results in the closest rate of spread value to the real measured value provided from the
experimental data. The used algorithm is represented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Genetic algorithm for wildfire spread calibration.

Input:
1: Range (minimum and maximum values), of the input parameters to be calibrated: σmin

and σmax, δmin and δmax, M fmin
and M fmax , Umin and Umax;

2: GA’s parameters: N, gmax, tourlength, crossprob, mutprob, and elitism
3: Experimental dataset, includes the predefined Rothermel input parameters values and

Robs.
Output: Calibrated Rothermel model.

4: g← 1
5: Generate initial population P(g).
6: while g ≤ gmax do
7: For all individuals n (n = 1, . . . , N), evaluate the population P(g) using Rn

Error (25).
8: repeat
9: Select pair of parents for P(g + 1) from P(g) using Tournament Selection operator.

10: Generate pair of offspring by applying Crossover operator (single point crossover).
11: Obtain mutated offspring pair by applying Mutation operator (uniform mutation).
12: until New population P(g + 1) of N individuals is obtained
13: Perform Elitism on P(g + 1).
14: g← g + 1.
15: end while
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4. Results

This section presents the validation and results of the calibration of the Rothermel
model (1) using the Algorithm 2 on real datasets obtained through experimental prescribed
fires in controlled conditions.

The datasets used for the calibration carried out in this work were obtained through
experimental prescribed fires in controlled conditions—each dataset corresponds to a
different controlled fire. There were 37 valid datasets, each one being a vector composed
of the constant values for the fixed input parameters (w0, ρp, ST , M f , Mx, Se, h, U, φ) (1),
observed delta (δobs) and observed oven-dry fuel load (w0obs ), and the measured values
for the experimental rate of spread Robs. According to Algorithm 2, four input parameters
are calibrated: σ (surface-area-to-volume ratio), δ (fuel bed depth), M f (fuel moisture),
and U (midflame wind speed). The remaining input parameters of Rothermel model (1)
have fixed values which are the ones provided by the datasets. Despite M f (fuel moisture)
and U (midflame wind speed) being parameters that are calibrated in this paper, they
are provided on the dataset, M′f and U′, respectively, based on the initial experimental
conditions. However, these parameters can vary significantly during the fire itself, making
it difficult for a single constant value to represent the real conditions. For each input
parameter to be calibrated, there is a specific search space, i.e., a range of values that its
respective gene could assume, according to the experts:

• σn ∈ [43, 80] [cm−1];
• δ ∈ [0.25, 1.2] [m];
• M f ∈ [0.8×M′f , 1.2×M′f ] [%];

• U ∈ [0.75×U′, 1.25×U′] [m/s].

The Algorithm 2 was configured in the following way: population size N = 200
which were evolved for gmax = 100 generations; tournament selection length tourlength = 3;
crossover probability crossprob = 0.7, mutation probability mutprob = 0.3; and elitism factor
elitism = 0.05. The genetic algorithm was executed 30 times for each dataset and the final
fitness RFinal

Error for each dataset consisted of the average final error of the 30 GA runs:

RFinal
Error =

1
30

30

∑
i=1

Ri
Error, (26)

where Ri
Error is given by (25).

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the 30 run average of the best fitness values, through-
out the 100 generations, for each of the 37 datasets.

In order to compare the calibration method (Algorithm 2) to the prediction without
calibration, a rate of spread Rini was obtained for each dataset by running the Rothermel
model (1) without calibration, i.e., the input parameters provided by the dataset were used,
except for σ, whose value was not provided in the data set. The default value used was
σ′ = 57 cm−1, which is the default value for NFFL fuel model no. 6 [42]. For the prediction
without calibration, the relative error associated with the rate of spread Rini for each dataset
was obtained through:

Rini
Error =

|Rini(σ
′, δobs, M′f , U′)− Robs|

Robs
. (27)

Figure 6 shows two relative error values for each dataset, where RFinal
Error represents the

final fitness given by (26), and Rini
Error (27) represents the relative error between Robs and

the rate of spread value obtained without GA calibration Rini, given by Equation (27). For
29 of the 37 datasets, the best rate of spread value Rbest obtained through GA calibration
resulted in a null error. This means that, if a fire was to occur in the same conditions,
the final individuals could serve as input for the Rothermel model and generate very good
predictions. The mean prediction error from all of the datasets without GA calibration
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is 0.9510 (95%). With GA calibration, the mean error is 0.0603 (6.03%). This shows the
importance of input parameters calibration, as seen in the literature.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the 30-run average of the best fitness values for every calibrated dataset.
(a) Evolution of the 30-run average of the best fitness values for 100 generations. (b) Evolution of the
30-run average of the best fitness values for 20 generations.
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Figure 6. Relative error between the predicted and observed rate of spread R for non calibrated vs.
calibrated input parameters.

5. Conclusions

Due to the physical complexity of wildfires, their prediction models require the def-
inition of several input parameters. However, some of them are very difficult to obtain
accurately or, due to their nature, present significant variations over a short period of
time, due to weather or fire-driven dynamics (e.g., fuel and wind properties). Therefore,
the use of optimization methodologies—specifically, genetic algorithms—to calibrate the
model and to overcome input parameter uncertainty has shown to be a valid strategy to
obtain accurate prediction results. This strategy will pave the way to improved fire spread
simulators, capable of adapting to the particular and constantly evolving conditions of
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each location, producing vital data for the decision makers and potentially mitigating the
impact of wildfires.

In this work, a literature review of research works on fire spread prediction using
genetic algorithms was presented, showing that genetic algorithms are the most well-
accepted methodology for this application, being well-suited techniques for Rothermel
model calibration. More recently, some works focused on coupling genetic algorithms with
other methods to improve the prediction quality. However, due to the nature of genetic
algorithms and the complexity of the model, the calibration process can be very computa-
tionally demanding. Therefore, other works also explore the possibility of reducing genetic
algorithms’ execution time by using parallel computing and core-allocation techniques.

Furthermore, in this work, a calibration of the Rothermel model using a genetic
algorithm implementation was carried out on real datasets. The calibration was performed
on four input parameters: σ (surface-area-to-volume ratio), δ (fuel bed depth), M f (fuel
moisture) and U (midflame wind speed). The results of the fire spread prediction using
the calibrated model were compared to the fire spread prediction without calibration.
The results showed that calibration improves prediction quality by 93.66%.

As future work, based on the literature review, we intend to extend the prediction
to the domain of a two-dimensional grid in order to improve the model’s applicability to
real fire situations, where cells represent a squared area of the terrain through which fire
propagates. This will result in the prediction of real fire behavior in the form of a map of
burned cells over time. Furthermore, the parallel implementation of a genetic algorithm for
the calibration of the two-dimensional Rothermel model based on the two-stage framework
should be considered, which is validated by the review performed in this paper. Lastly, the
framework should be tested and applied on data obtained through prescribed fires.
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